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NEW SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
AS SEATTLE COLLEGE EXPANDS

Left to right: Beverly McLucas, Don Cox, Bob Larson, and
Mary Ellen Moore who will journey to Virginia by plane
to represent Seattle College in the National Forensic meet.

GAVELEERS TO FLY
TO FREDERICKSBURG Silver Scroll Sponsors
FOR GRAND NATIONAL
Virginia

Dr. Volpe Appointed Director
SC's New School of Commerce;
Reasons Cited For Institution

'Dad-Daughters Night'

Four members of the Gavel Club will leave for
tonight where they will enter the Grand National Forensic
Popular demand has reinstated the Father-Daughter
Tournament at the Mary Washington College of the University of Virginia at Fredericksburg.
Banquet on the spring activities program of Silver Scroll,
Representing the college are Beverly McLucas, Mary members of the local honorary for outstanding junior and
Ellen Moore, Dorm Cox and Bob Larson.
senior women revealed this week. Thursday'evening, April
The Virginia meet culminates 10, has been designated "Dad-Daughter Night" and the
this year's activities of Seattle
main dining room of the Chamber of Commerce has been
College Gavel Club. With delereserved for this year's banquet.
\
gates from every state participat-

Chamber of Commerce

Effective with the Spring Quarter, Seattle College has
established a School of Commerce to supersede the Department of Commerce and Finance, The Reverend H. O.
Small announced recently.

The

STUDENT

Detailed plans for the forth- instrumental selection, and a
ing, the tourney is scheduled for
April 3, 4, and 5. The invitation coming dinner, in which SC coeds short session of community singto the national event was ac- fete the oft-neglected male par- ing in which the song-hits of
cepted by the Seattle College de ent, were formulated at the last twenty years ago, traditional Irish
BILL MARSH
songs, and barber-shop ballads
baters in November.
FR. SMALL
meeting of Silver Scroll on MonMiss
and
Moore
will be featured.
McLucas
Miss
For
the
an "autonomous
ago
half
A year and a
years ago, the
will enter debate as partners. Mr. day. Initiated three
organization"
Two senior Scroll members,
Man with the Beard and the
Larson and Mr. Cox will also en- Scroll-sponsored activity was can- Catherine Niedermeyer and Jeanstriped trousers requested my
ter
as debate partners.
celled last year due to the coun- ne Marie Rsrhbach nave been
presence and assistance so Ileft
In addition to debate rounds, try's food shortage and banquet named general co-chairmenof the
the dear halls of SC to return the
Father-Daughter Banquet. PresiS.C. contestants will pnrtiei- restrictions.
only recently.
dent Joan O'Neill will handle
Itate ki all the other events. Miss
Extensive
advertising cam- icket sales.
Now Ifind a few changes. No Moore will enter divisions In oralonger are there six girls to every tory and dramatic reading, while paigns are centered around the
The dinner committee also inThe raffle sponsoredby the
boy (what about it, fellows?), Miss McLucas will participate in publicity by-name FA-DA-BA. cludes Alice Gary and Colleen
includes
the new half of the Arts Building the events on extemporaneous and The Invitational roster
Floyd who will issue alumnae in- Inter-Collegiate Knights to
with
their
College
the
student
all
women
body
is completed,
"response to the occasion" departvitations. The evening's enter- raise funds to send representDR. VOLPE
has more than tripled. We have ments, and Larson will take part dads In tow, and special Invita- tainment will be arranged by Dor- '
to the Grand National
Director of the New School
Vet's Hall and a gym. is on the in the declamation and informa- tions will be issued to Silver othy Klingele, with Mary Steven- Debate Tourney in Virginia
Scroll alumnae. If some dads are sen acting as song chairman.
way. That is a lot of progress. tive speaking.
unavailable
for the occasion, sub- Marguerite Lavqfc will jftam tha. next week will close today
Club,
The Gavel
of which the
But some things still remain
stitutions may be made of the table decorations. Publicity cam- with a star-studded rally to"
the same. The 'esprit de corps' Virginia delegates are members,
"paternal variety," such as an paigns are being
directed by Vir- be held at noon in front of
is still here. The people who were so far this year has participated
a grandfather, or a father- ginia Clark.
uncle,
the Liberal Arts Building.
active two years ago in posi- :Yi five forensic tournaments in
in-law.
Washington,
Oregon
and CaliforThe banquet is scheduled for Drawing for the raffle's three
tions of trust and student honor
Sale of tickets, priced at two 6:30 p.m. Women are urged by grand prizes of radios will
are still here. Few have come to nia. The theme of all the events
Newly elected officers of Alpha
assist them and share the re- has been centered around the dollars per plate, will commence the general committee to make climax the rally.
Nu, Jesuit Men's honorary
sponsibilities. We all love the year's national debate question, today. Dinner reservations with their reservations as soon as posSlmga
who
Has
served
Tom Tangney,
honor, but few will do the work. Resolved, That Labor Should Be fees may be placed in the Book- sible to facilitate dinner arrange- as the capable chairman for the society, are Nace McHugh, presGiven aDirect Share in the Man. store, at the Public Relations desk ments and to ensure attendance drive
will serve as master of ident; Andre Charvet, vice presInstead of sitting in the Cave agement
of
Industry.
211,
any
in
room
or
with
as
sales
are
necessarily
member
ticket
ceremonies. Entertainment will be ident; Dan Riley, Secretaryand hurling accusations it would
Both Miss Moore and Miss Mc- of Sliver Scroll.
by
limited
the
service
catering
by the men's quartet, Treasurer. The meeting was held
of
provided
point
if some
be more to the
Lucas won honors in the recent
The program of the evening's in charge of the FA-DA-BA.
who will sing a few choice selec- Tuesday noon, and former presus would assist In school activiPacific Coast Tournament at Lin- entertainment lists numbers by
tions. Bill Moeller will introduce Utait Grtgor MacGregor installed
ties. Loggers have a saying that field, Oregon. Mary
took
Ellen
the
College
an
quartet,
women's
the leading singers In the forth- ihe newly elected officers.
seems to- aply so well to many second
place award in ExtemporThe members chose to have a
coming music department proof us, that "he is the type whoaneous Speaking and Beverly took
duction, "The Red Mill."
falls trees in the saloons and
Communion breakfast hi early
second place in Impromptu SpeakImmediately prior to the draw- May as their annual spring actidrinks in the woods." Once again, ing.
As a team they captured
ing, the students who have- been vity. The members of Alpha Sig"What about it fellows (and
second place honors !n debating.
chosen to represent Seattle Col- ma Nu will attend Mass in a body,
girls) ?"
Representing the College durlege at the Virginia tournament after which tltey will hold the
and
new
Ideas
are
people
New
ing the weekend at the University
will express their appreciation to breakfast.
needed. Some of the activities are of Redlands, Redlands,
Califorstudent body. The Gavel Club
the
Alpha Sigma Nu is planning to
slowed almost to a standstill nia, Forensic Tournament,
are
representatives are Beverly Mc- secure an American flag, which
transfusion,
life-giving
and need a
Frank Allshio and John Spellman. Roscoe Balch was declared the
Lucas, Mary Ellen Moore, Dorm it will place in the Seattle Coltion citing Patrick Henry's emo- i
this is because of a lack of In- Both men have been active
Gavel winner of the elimination contest tional
and Bob Larson.
Cox,
lege library in the near future.
terest on our part. The activities Club members and outstanding which took place last Tuesday
fire and inspired work for.
Seattle College students are
All
an
us,
give
independent
to
nation.
are designed to help
evening, to determine the repredebaters.
urged to attend the rally, which
recreation, a social life, and a
The tournament is scheduled sentative of the College in the
John Powers, the second orator, promises to be entertaining, and
chance for particular develop- for yesterday, today and tomor- Hearst "Patrick Henry" oratorical delivered a well modulated ad-, to give
our representatives to Vircontest. The elimination contest dress bringing out Henry's sudden
ment in our special fields. For row. Last year SC,
took first
ginia
grand sendoff.
a
was held under the direction of rise from a plain man to a nathe last two or three years the place honors in debate.
Miss the
At last week's meeting of the
Forum Club.
same people have done the work, Moore and Miss McLucas repretional hero, which occurred at
Activities Board for various dates
receiving very little praise for sented the College.
the
famous
Parsons
trial
Roscoe
is
to
where
eligible
partinow
Winning this
were made and passed on by the
the work they do. Certainly it Is honor was the main
factor in ob- cipate in the city-wide tournament Henry pleaded for the cause of
Board.
time that others assumed part taining the Invitation
sponsored
by the Seattle 'Post-In- "justice to all men." From that
to the
The Writers Club, at their last
The dates that are now tentatelligencer. If he wins in Seattle, moment on, Henry became the Inof the task. The Old Guard has Grand Nationals.
host
to
Mr.
Fred
meeting
played
tively
arranged are:
done a laudatory job, has worked
he will be entered in the State spired voice of the American peoAssociate
Editor
of
EverHanann,
10
April
Dad-Daughter Banquet
that
barcontest,
peopasses
for
time.
These
and
If
he
long
hard
a
ple, cryiig for freedom.
green Magazine, who delivered a 11 Frosh Mixer
rier, he will compete in the naple are responsible for mainRoscoe Balch was the third and cleverly written what he termed
tional finals. The Hearst publica12 Ski Trip Overnight
taining our reputation for havlast
contestant. His speech was
pay
tions
all
the
of
the
ctf
what
I
have
13 Ski Trip Overnight
expenses
"sjnthesis
gained
school.
These
Ining an active
smooth and well polished. Begincontestants, and generous prizes
people who have written for 25— AWSSC Tolo
from
dividuals in performing their
ning with a word picture of the
are awarded to the winn<sis ,of
May I—Let rman's1 Letterman's Club
a great number of years."
thankless jobs earned the praise
session of the Continental Conof
tourprogressive
ftapfe
many
each
the
6 Opera
Citing
points
applicable
we,
which
the students of Seattle
gress, which had been called in
to the "budding artists," he went 9 Forum and Vets Dance
The annual hot-cross-bun sale nament.
College, have received.
haste to decide whether America on to say, "One must be excep- 11 Mendel Picnic (club members
The contest is being sponsored should go to war
It has been a long time since sponsored by the AWSSC is now
with England tionally brave to be a writer,"
only)
these Individuals have had any under way. Orders for buns will by Hearst newspapers through- or not, the congress was waverwhich was a central theme in his 17 Junior Prom
nation,
be
taken
to
and
and
is
to
one
Including
open
out
the
up
relief from their strenuous jobs.
ing when Patrick Henry stood up
18— Soph AlUSchool Picnic
talk.
representative of any accredited to address the
It Is unfair to them and to the Holy Thursday.
'chamber. His
an
ASSC Other Dates
Stating
The
that
individual's
proceeds from this sale college or high school. The sub- words were Instrumental in conCollege to demand more from
chances
for
material
achaving
to
be
to
outfit
"Patrick
These dates will be discussed
are
used
two
little
of
the
oration
is
ject
those who have uncomplaingly
vincing the representatives that
were
"one
the Financial Board who will
cepted
approximately
by
their
first
girls
Holy
for
CommunPatriot
and
Statesman."
Henry,
contributed so much. We all can
the war was the only course, and
in two thousand," he then illus- give their advice on whether or
ion
on
The
day.
original.
Mothers
The
must
be
speech
how
arduous
work
is.
It
see
their
freedom the only choice for the
trated many sound methods of de- not the event should be given.
Donna and Dulcle Chalfa h;ive time limit for each address is six American people.
is not easy to plan activities, do
Final granting of the dates
creasing the "odds." Outlining the
been
named
in
co-chairmen
minutes.
the work, and still maintain a
In concluding his address Ros- general steps to be taken in con- will be made at a meeting of the
charge of this project, and all orhigh grade point average.
Only three persons" entered the coe brought up the subject of the
tacting publishers both of maga- Appropriations Board today at
ders should be made through elimination
contest; Rosemary present crisis which now faces zines and books, Mr.
If we are ever to learn sportsHammann noon who will discuss the advisthem. Buns will cost 30c for Toomey,
John Powers and Roscoe America, and harked back to the urged Scriveners
manship and civic duty, now la
not
to
eight or 45c a dozen.
be dis- ability of the dates asked for,
Balch. But the contestants were words of Patrick Henry, when he
the time. In the interests of fair
appointed
by early reverses, be- based on the decisions of the finplay it is the duty of all of us those who have done so much evenly matched and the final de- spoke to that famous assembly cause
no Individual short of a ancial Board.
cision was withheld for several almost two hundred years ago.
to step In and help. Each of us for Seattle College.
Members of the Appropriations
genius ran produce printable mamust assume a share of the reRather than offering criticism minutes while the judges debated
"The battle, sir, is not to the terial without the experience and Board are Fred Holt, Jim Mcsponsibility. Acknowledging the and armchair advice let us do the scores of the contestants in strong alone— but to the vigilant,
on from his own personal exper- Kay, Gene Brown, Lewis Duvall
premise that we are all ladies something positive and construct- private.
the active and the brave."
ience, and started a great deal and Jack Flood together with the
and gentlemen, we are constrained ive. Let us do a Uttle work our.
The first speaker was Rosemary
of thought along novel lines.
President and Treasurer of the
to urge all students to assist selves.
Toomey, who delivered a fine oraround
out
style.
to
school.
iractice
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IK's Drive Closes
Noon Today With
Drawing, Rally

J'j

atives

Alpha Sigma Nu Seat
McHugh,Charvet,Riiey
Plan Library Gift

,

FADABA

Roscoe Balch Takes Oratory
Honors To Represent School
In Coming City-Wide Meet

Activities Board Sets
Current Quarter Dates

Gamma Sigma Alpha
Addressed by Editor

'Hot Gross' Buns To Be
Sold by AWSSC In
Coming Week's Drive

—

—

——

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

FADABA

Commenting on the new School
of Commerce, Fr. Small said, "The
Department of Commerce and Finance has been raised to the level
of a school because of its growing importance, both in number
of students, and intellectual content. As a school, it can better
achieve its purpose through an
autonomous organization."
The world of commerce and
finance is increasingly complex
and specialized. College training,
for it to be «ffective, requires
more than the traditional passing
emphasis upon economics, but
rather a concentration upon the
fundamentals of business combined with specializationin the fields
of finance, labor, foreign trade,

etc.
To divorce business and morality is irrational, and the social
consequences are tragic. The
School of Commerce and Finance
offers a program of studies, Intellectually mtegrateU, and spiritChristian
ually animated by
thought
Both students and graduates are
provided with the opportunity of
professional contacts by the Appointments office, and through the
student association, the Commerce
Club, sponsored by the school.
This provides a meeting place for
all Commerce and Finance students, and outstanding business
leaders are invited to the biweekly meetings.
Various fields of speculation
are allied with business institutions by way of the Labor-Management Forum, Accounting Association, and Foreign Trade Institute.
Speaking of the new College,
Dr. Paul A. Volpe, director, said,
"We are happy, we of the
Commerce and Finance faculty,
that the President, and Dean of
the College have considered it
wise to establish the new School.
Iknow it differs in design and
content from most College Business Schools in the nation. Iam

convinced that the

grand

combin-

ation of energetic faculty and
capable students assures that the
new School of Commerce and Finance will go from strength to
strength."
In the opinion of both faculty
members and students, this move
on the part of the President and
the Dean is welcomed as a step
toward realization of a "University of Seattle."

Opera Guild Plans
For 'Red Mill' Set
At Moore May 7
At a meeting of approximately
sixty Opera Guild enthusiasts,
plans for the Guild's forthcoming production. "The Red Mill,"
were disclosed. The light opera
written by Victor Herbert, is
scheduled for presentation at the
Moore theater, May 7.
Students present at the meeting filled out questionaires stating in which capacity they wished
to work. Solo and chorus singing
and the scenery, costume and
make-up departments were discussed. Members of the Guild
were urged to back the ticket
sales and to promote the publicity campaign. Tryouts for the
leading roles were scheduled for

Wednesday afternoon.
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'Senior of the Week Dropped
1I

Appearing in last year's edition of the Spectator
was a weekly series of articles in which a member of
the Senior Class was picked as Senior of the Week.
This feature was well liked by the readers.
This year several people have inquired as to whether
we would continue these articles. After due consideration we have decided that this feature will not appear
in the Spectator thisi year.
We feel that choosing eight Seniors from the present
Senior class (articles would run for eight weeks) would
lead to complications.
As was experienced
last year, people disagreed with
—
the selections feeling that we had overlooked someone
outstanding.
This year it would be much more difficult to pick
the Senior of the Week due to the fact that there are
so many Seniors who should be chosen.
Therefore, inorder to cause fewer arguments andless
hurt feelings we will not choose Senior of the Week.

REVIEW

...

Concert
—

Pat Plumb
With his piano placed in the setting for the stage play
currently playing act the Metropolitan Thwitre, Clnudio
Arrau, noted South American concert pianist, presented
a brilliant program on the evening of March 24.
Ranging from

Mozart

to

Debussy, Mr. Arrau's selections

were grouped into a classical
and romantic section and a
modern section. Mozart's "Sonata in B flat Major" began
the recital. Light, delicate acid
melodious, it revealed the pianist's accomplished virtuosity.
The more powerful "Variations on a Theme by J. S.
Bach" composed by Brahms,
followed. Depths and heights of
feeling were expressed by the
resounding bass octaves and the
numerous keyboard sweeping

-

runs.
Another complicated selection of "Variations on a Theme
by Poganini" composed this
time by Liszt, contrasted with
the preceding piece in its brilliance and color.
Mendelssohn's "Rondo Caprecceoso," a short and fairylike work characteristic of the
composer, provided a diversion
in mood before the commencement of the final selection of
the first half of the recital.
This appropriately placed
number was "Carnival Just
From Vienna," by Schumann;
an impressive work of five
movements, expressing emo-

tions of melancholy, joy, and
>
exultation.
The French composer Fauce
was presented in his "Impromptu No. 1," which began

the modern half of the program. Two short, but delightful
"Etudes" by Debussy added a
touch of humor to the selec-

tions.
Mr. Arrau concluded his concert on a nationalistic tone
characteristic of his Spanish
background. "Navarro" by Albenlz and "El Pelcle" by Granados were his final offerings.
Mr. Arrau seems characterized by a marked liquid smoothness of execution. His dexterity
is eminently capable and his

interpretations are sincere and
effective. Undoubtedly, he has
his defects, among which might
be noted a certain lack of clarity in complicated passages.
One better acquainted with
the requirements of the compositions played might detect
others, but nevertheless, the
fact remains that the performitice of this accomplished pianist is a bright spot in Seattle's
musical season. Few are the
occasions when this city is favored with the performance of
a true artist.

TEN YEARS AGO IN THE SPEC
The ODea high school
drama group are guests of the
College Drama Guild at a recent meeting.

pleted, the College Radio Club
will soon be listening to the

Anne McKinnon and Betty
Colburn are on the ticket committee for the Freshman Roller

the group.

"

skating party.

"
"

Captain Stephen Sanislo addresses ASSC on traffic safety.
Debating in an Intercollegiate
meet for the first time, Maurire O'Brien and William Weller compete with a U. of W.
team on their campus.

"

With a powerful five-tube
shortwave receiver nearly com-

conversation of the world in
code. Glenn Hagen is prexy of

"

An advertisement for Pat's
Barbeque is noted in the current
Spec.

"

Catherine Mary McGrath
writes a feature en Ford's theater in Washington, D.C.,
where Lincoln was assinated.

"

Casaba squad closes Its 19361937 schedule with a 37-27
loss to Mount Angel. Bob Tobin, senior and threp-strlper, was
lil-fli point man for the loser-.
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Seattle College has been referred to as v the fastest-growing college in the United States today.'' But where is it?
Statistics prove that Seattle College is the largest Catholic college west of the Mississippi and the third largest college in the state,
but still where is it?
The rumor that SC is fast approaching the university stage has

—

become more intensified with the newly added School of Commerce
but where is this new University?
And so it goes The citizenry of Seattle and the state are baffled
as to the location of this up and coming school.
To readers who are not aware of this complete ignorance of the
public we would like to cite several incidents involving the problems
which usually take place when someone tries to locate this college.
One student told a cab driver to take him to Seattle College. The
driver headed north over to Fremont thinking that Seattle College
was in that direction. Three out of four taxi drivers do not know
the location of SC.
The other day a group of people on passing the Liberal Arts Build^
mg wondered what the name of the building was they didn't know.
First step in doing so is the acquainting of the city and state with
the location of the College! Let them know that it exists, tell them
where it is, and show them where it is.

.

Perhaps one of the soundest ideas for publicizing the-jCollege comes
from the Public Relations Office. They have suggested that a sign
be erected, preferablly on the northwest corner of the school campus,
Broadway and Madison, bearing the name of the College
Students here*at school probably have never noticed that the
name of this college is very hard to locate by a stranger passing by.
True, the name Seatle College appears on the side of the Science
Building, but in no way does it attract the attention of anyone looking
for the name of the building/ On the north side entrance there appears the name
of the school in eight-inch letters hardly noticeable
'

—

Which Way is Mecca?

— Josh O'Sfrullihnn

.

to anyone.

The erection of a sign, therefore, would be ideal and something
worthy of consideration by any club or organization which wishes to
sponsor an idea of this nature.
The Spectataor suggests to the Alumni Associaation that this would
be a very suitable undertaking for them to take part in. They have
shown their good intentions toward helping the school. This would
help the College a great deal
With the erection of such a project we are sure to gain recognition
from —the people in town. This project would then give this school a
name as it is now, we have a name, and then again we don't
few people know it.

.

—

WHAT WILL EMILY SAY?
—

Bettianne Foster

Looking at Jack Haasze, you would think that you could
put
your trust in him, even set your watch by him. With
this thought
buried somewhere in his sub-conscious, Father Conway made an
appointment with Jackson. They would meet at noon sharp in
Father's office. Came eleven o'clock and Jack Haasae was strolling past the faculty offices. "Guess I'll drop in and see Father
Conway," he said. He dropped in. They conducted their business.
Haazze left, and Father Conway gathered up his papers and
went
over to the faculty house for lunch. But something was wrong;
nobody else was there and the meal was not ready. Worried,
Father retraced his steps, only to be met by a delegation of
his Politics students, asking, "Father, why didn't we have an
eleven o'clock class today?"

*

*

*

*

*

*

A follow we know has been courting a girl for some time,
with what always seemed to the rest of us, evniable results. Like
many another economy-minded veteran, he has recently been teaching her the values of a quiet evening of pinochle. They were
partners in a collegiate foursome the other night, when she blithely captured the bid and then saw him lay down what can only
be described as a paltry band. "Well, she said, "he certainly
hasn't much to offer me." "That, he cotnfidwl ruefully, "seems to
have been the trouble all along."

shop.

"Eh, what was that my good
man?" the man asked. "Don't
you mean, 'Which way is it to
Mecca'?"
The student shook his head.
"No," he replied patiently, "I
mean where is the Mecca?"
I was starting to get confused, but Iheld on. My bus
went by. Iflggered there was
Home way to help that student
find Mecca. Ifelt like a fella
watching someone jockey a pin

curious.

Word to the Innocent
—

Roscoe Batch

I was standing in the bus
zone of a jewelry shop at University Way, just across the
street from the U post office,
when Iheard am anxious voice
behind me ask: "Which way is
to the Mecca?"
Iturned around because I
naturally thought he was talking to me, but he wasn't. The
student, bent sideways by the
load of books he had hung In
the crook of his right arm,
was talking to another man
standing in the doorway of the

ball machine when, although
he cannot touch the balls, the
player gives out grants and
groans, fans the air with Ms
paws, and jockeys the machine
just short of a tilt and you
statnd there not able to touch
the balls either, grunting and
groaning, fanning the air, and
jockeying the machine with the
player. Ifelt out of place like
a msm with his stocking garter
busted and flopping around his
ankle right in the middle of a
crowded sidewalk. Yet Iwas

■

" " "

*

"

*

Doctor Sherwin was stomping about the platform in room
222, muttering about high school students as ,is his wont, when
he suddenly demanded that some member, who had had Greek
define the word macrocosm.
The students in the class were
students'were steadfastly silent. Then a man in the back of the
room, who did not know Greek, defined the word. "But how did
you know?" demanded the Doctor. "Oh, Idunno, just general
acquisition of knowledge." The Doctor stopped, peered at the
back of the room, advanced and cried, "I have been looking for
you for years."
Have you ever had a dinner
companion lurch at you from
the other side of the table and
ask, "Does Emily say It's all
right to cut lettuce with a
knife?" Hmmmm?

Frankly, Idon't care if you
have or not but, having nothing
more to do than two 1500 word
term papers' and a little studying for finals I thought I'd
write a feature. (Ask Flood to
define that word).

"Now see here, young man,!'
the man said and Igot the
For subject matter I went,
idea he must be a perfessor
rather desperately, to Emily
from the way he looked and
Post's latest "Blue Book of
talked, "your English is as
Social Usage." It is just dandy.
much lost as you are. Don't
In Chapter Fifteen, Emily
you mean to say, 'Where is
writes on "Popularity and HosMecca' ?"
pitality
at College." Of these
The student took a deep
two
enviable
possessions Emily
breath and got a little red in
says: ".
Alas, advice on 'acthe face. He let the air out
quiring these gifts is confusslowly. Then with his lips
Uigly contradictory." Emily has
puckered up, he shook his
made a point.
head slowly from side to side
about ten times. He talked.
Having made her point, she
"No. No. My friend is living
starts putting subdivisions in
there. I've never been there. I her chapters. A neat practice.
forgot the address, but it's
The first one reads, in big, bold
around here somewhere. All I print! "DON'T WEAR MIRwant to know how to get to
ROR-LINED DIVER'S HELthe Mecca."
METS!"
A handy thing to know, I
right,
man,"
"All
the
young
think. Nothing confusing in
man said with a resigned movethat statement.
ment of his hands and shouldSomewhere, sometime, some
ers, "if you insist on 'the Mecdastardly collegiates have saunca' so be it. Although for the
tred campus grounds wearing
life of me Idon't know what
those things. You can tell by
you would be wanting to ask
the exclamation point that it
a person on the street how to
has bothered Emily for a lcng
get to Mccca THEMecca. The
time. She's fighting for a
place where all the

..

—

Mohammecause.
dans while praying bow toward.
Imagine Father Nichols
You know, the land of Band
walking
into his 10:00 History
and of date palms."
class only to discover a veritThe student looked around,
able sea of 150 Mirror Lined
quick. Idon't know If he looked
Diver's helmets staring at
sick or scared.. As for me I
him!
was completely confused, but
Later, a College Olrl asks:
was curious. The student was"Is it permissible to speak to
n't going to waste any more
a man whom you meet repeattime with the man, Ican see,
edly on the campus and who In
because he started off down
a member of your class, althe sidewalk where a cop stood
though you have never been
on the corner. He started talkformally Introduced?" To this
ing to the oop, and from where
query Emily, the old roue, re(Continued to page 4)
plies: "Yet
say "Good

...

Morning." Devastating, isn't
It?"
From now on we'll deal with
these sub divisions.
"HOW CAN A MAN WITH

ALMOST NO MONEY TAKES
A NICE GIRL OUT?"
Emily illustrates, rhere are
two men and one girl. One man,
reeking of money, convertibles
and poise says to the girl, he
says: "Would you like to go to
Malson Blanc, wearing an orchid?" The girl thinks this
over.
Before she can decide another man (of modest means)
asks: "Would you like to go
over to the Cave tonight for
a great big cup of coffee?"

...

Now Iquale limily: "To
the girl, on the other hand ( ? )
the one thing that really counts
is the man she is going out
with. Naturally, she would
choose the cafeteria any time."
Oh Emily, Emily.
"IF YOU WOULD BE GLAM-

—

OROUS, DON'T."
Ihave nothing to add to

that.
"HOW FAB MAY A GIRL
BUN AFTER A MAN?"
Imust quote her first line,
to wit, "Cat-like, she may do
a little stalking! But "Run?"
Not a step." Heh.
"PARENTS WHO ARE

...

LATCHKEYS."
I can't say a thing "about
this because my parents aren't
latchkeys. In fact, Idon't -know
any parents who are. Do you?
"WHERE ARE THE BELLES
OF YESTERDAY?"
Who cares?
"A WOMAN LEFT ALONE

BETWEEN ACTS."
Stuff happens.

"TITLELESS YOUTH."
Emily!!
"FLANNELS PERMISSIBLE
AT MIDSUMMER WEDDING."
That's nice.
"IN BRIDAL DRESS IN HER

" * *

*

" "

And Doctor Volpe greeted his International Econ class with
a long lecture about the value of reading the text immediately
and in its entirety. "We're not going to put it toff until the last
two weeks this time, we're going to turn over a new leaf, change
.hings." He leered pleasantly at the class, while a cold, clammy
feeling sunk slowly to their ankles. "Of course," said the Doctor
cheerfully, "I don't really expect anybody to do it, but IJust
thought I'd pass along the suggestion."

* "

" *

"

*

This week's issue introduces a new and revolutionary feature
in the iSpec. Wa feel that it "fills a long felt need," and we hope
that you enjoy H. Our illustrious editor is primarily responsible
and to him should go the grateful thanks of the student body.
He's going to proof read the rag this week.

" " "

*

»

"

According to our own highly Inefficient records, Joan O'Neill
has spent nearly four years within the hallowed halls. That's too
long. Four years of College was all right In the golden past, but
this modern brand is pretty swift and complicated, what with
two halves to the Liberal Arts Bldg. and all. Why, only last
quarter
but that's another story. You take, for example,
the matter of Joan and the Redemption class. She'd signed up
for it and naturally wanted to Snow where it was. Slo she looked
"n the class schedule and there It was: Redemption, 107. So
she set off looking for 107. Couldn't find it. Finally she sought
help in the office, and Katie Nledermeyer straightened her out.
Redemption 107 meets In 81. They should have a simplified schedule for seniors. We deserve some consideration.

.. .

*

*

* "

" *

Father Gilmore, always a model of Scotch chivalry, displayed
what we feel to be an admirable delicacy in Psych class the other
day. "What," ihe wanted to know, "was the name of that big
darn in Tennessee?" After it had been identified as Muscle Shoals,
Father explained, "Mixed class, you know, wouldn't want to embarrass anybody."

*

*

*

*

*

"

As a practical rule, we always save our sympathy for those.,
who write term papers, examinations and such like, in short for
the hard-pressed and suffering student. But an entire class is
feeling sorry for Father LtndekugeL He is, against his better
inclinations, demanding that homework come in on Holy Thursday. "I'd like," be told them, "to be a good Catholic about this,
but the front office won't let me."

*

" " "

*

*

Far be it from us to steal Schuller's stuff, but who has not
noted that new addition to the English faculty, Miss' Marguerite
La Voy? Her previous professorial experience has been largely
gained as an instructor in high school subjects at a home for
wayward girls. You will be pleased to learn that she has found
S. C. students superior to juvenile delinquents.

»

«

" "

" *

And then there is the comp student, who puzzled over Matthew..
Arnold's "Essay on Sweetness and Light" and then came to school
to Inquire of his professor, "Were we supposed to understand this
thing or just read it?"

WEAR BLACK."

TWICE IS BORING."
Itrust E. is referring to the

DO NOT

THIRTIES."
Better then than never.
"ONCE IS EFFECTIVE,

above.
"THEY ALSO MOURN WHO

"BEGIN, IAM JANE JONES."
(Continued on page 4)

Credible, credible.
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SC OPENS COLLEGIATE BASEBALL SEASON
Introducing CHIEFTAINS SKI TEAM TO
— By Tom Sheehan COMPETE IN SKI TOURNEY

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
..
.

WEEK-END
AT STEVEN'S THIS Competing
for Seattle College

Skiers from six different col- I
leges will get.together this week- will be the regular Chieftain Ski
end for the first Northwest "Lit- Team consisting of Capt. Jack
Mcl Nelson, Dick Kavet,
tle Brother" intercollegiate downTangney,
Jack
Scott Smith, L*e
at
races
Stevens
hill and slalom
Dietzen, Rhoady
Crabtree,
Bob
Pass. This is the first time in the
Barron. Other
and
Lauren
Lee,
of
smaller
several of the
history
College are
Northwest colleges that they have antries from Seattle
SJioemaker,
John
Barovic.
Bill
Don
fielded ski teams, so the contest
should prove interesting any way Moran, Bill Dempsey, Ed Deßocco, Pat Carey, Barney Biteman
that one might look at it.
and Jack Redenbaugh.
Everett Junior College is playThis meet is more or less a
ing host at this meet and have
College, Yakima J.C., Pacific Luth- race for revenge between 3catclo
eran, St. Martins, and College of College and Everett J.C. because
the Chieftains took the firs' five
Puget Sound. Rather than regular
'
in downhill and slalom
places
team competition it will be all
individuals who will be racing un- events in a previous meet last
der their respective school's colors. month with Everett.

llCoenig,

by Tom Tangney

With the completion of the Ity. Upon reading that Coach
new gymnasium scheduled for Yandle's one child was a sevnot too many weeks off, en year old son, blue eyed,
word begins to flow here- curly haired, Shirrley Yandle
abouts on the christening of Bpoke up: "But Mommy, I'm
the new structure.First word not a son. Please accept our
comes in from Ed "Doc" most humble apologies, Miss
Schweitzer of the class of Yandle we are proud to say
1941. To quote from his let- that our coach is the father
of Sheridan Yandle, daughter:
"In the mid-thirties, when ter.
"" " *
Father Sullivan, who was
athletic director at that time, Speaking at the basketball
died, some of us in the school dinner held last Monday,
felt that as a tribute to him, Coach Len Yandle stressed
any future basketball court the high grade competition
JACK KOENIG
should be namedinhis honor. the casabas men of next year
will
meet.
alumni
I
feel sure that the
As Seattle College's first seawould appreciate the memor- Above and beyond the son of Intercollegiate skiing apiam as Father Sullivan work- realm of Winco competition, proaches its termination, we
ed right up to his untimely dates with Pacific Coast Con- would like to introduce the capChieftain schussers.
demise for a greater Seattle ference teams, as well as a tain of the
year old
He
is
twenty-seven
trip
Calgame
five or six
to
College athletic program.
ifornia, are being scheduled. Jack Koenig. Jack is a graduate
It is gratifying, to say the Coach Yandle also expressed of Roosevelt High School, class of
least, to hear from alumni of
1938. His first interest in skiing
the probability of several dates back to 1935 when he bethe college and to realize
Mid-western teams meeting gan riding the boards down the
their interest inaffairs of the
the College in Seattle.
Snoqualmie Pass slopes.
College. With proper alumni
"""
In 1937 Jack won the champbacking, Seattle College has
C race held at the
ionship
unlimited possibilities. Surely Who was it said that Se- Summit Class
thus
advancing him to
stopped
Ed Schweitzer's timely letter attle College had
< 'hiss B. He also competed in the
will revive memories of Fath- growing? "Why we have not Class B in 1938.
Jack, who stands 511" and
er Sullivan's deeds at the yet begun to grow!"
College and bring his" name
Also reassuring were the weighs 145 lbs., has "not confined
to the foreground when the pledging words of the three his skiing to the local hills havnew gym is to be dedicated. alumni members of the Ath- ing schussed the slopes of Mount
""
«"
letic Boarad at last Monday's Washington, Vermont acid the
hills of Sun Valley.
Our personal touch to the basketball dinner. All pledged During the war yearn, 42
new coach story of the last full support of the alumni for months to be exact, Jack served
issue proved to be very per- all Seattle College athletic in the Navy. Eighteen months of
sonal indeed to a certain par- teams.
this episode were spent in the
Pacific.

—

Chieftains To Meet Loggers
From College of Puget Sound In
Doubleheader At Broadway, 1:30

This afternoon the Seattle College baseball nine takes
to the field at Broadway to meet a strong College of Puget
Sound squda in their first collegiate game of the season.
A double-header is scheduled, with the first game to begin at 1:30.
The probable starting batteries
for the College will be Vito Chlechi, from Franklin, catching, with
Joe Faccone, from Seattle Prep,
pitching the first game; and Dick
Parchem, from Seattle Prep,
catching for Frank Vena, from
Franklin, in the second game.
Both games will be seven innings.

Concluding the thira week of
practice, the Chieftain squad lines

Loren Denton, has been holding
daily afternoon turnouts at the
Volunteer Park courts.

apLoren Denton, recently
pointed captain of the Chiertain
racketeers and former Broadway
High School and northwest amateur net star, has bean busily
engaged in the job of watching
and coaching the 1947 net prospects. After two weeks of turnouts, he stresses the fact that the
team is by no means selected and
further candidates will be graciously welcomed.
Those turning out to date include: Loren Denton, John Fillion, Jack Marilley, John Powers,
John Hall, John Nicholson, and
John Kennedy.

Hentz from Franklin, have first
call in the outfield with Gilmore
of Broadway and Goebels of
Granite Falls, pushing hard. The
leading pitchers at present are
Vena, Faccone, and Ivanich, from
Franklin, Prep and Cleveland respectively. Recchia, G. Brown,
Kirch, and Petri, also look good
on the mound. Ivanich has been
out with an Injured back, but
expects to be in shape by the
opening of league play.
The probable batting line-up
for today's games, as announced

up as such: Chiechi and Parchem
contend for the number
one
catcher position, while Emerson
from Lincoln and Fisher from
match abilities for the
Franklin
The Chieftain netmen open
first
sack.
Bob Crowley, formertheir Wlnco league season at Elly of ODea High, looks defensof
lensburg on the afternoon
ively strong on seccnd while his by Coach Len Yandle, is as folApril 14th, when they face the
rival, John Ursino, from Frank- lows:
Eddie Wellens will lead off,
formidable Central Washington lin,
has shown more power at foUowed
remaining
racked wielders. The
by Casal and Hentz,
plate. Eddie Wellens seems
Winco league schedule for Seattle the
with
Brady
cleaning up. Number
to be holding his own at shortCollege is as follows:
five
will be Nunn, folposition
with
competition
stop
coming
April 15— Seattle College vs. from various utility infield men. lowed by
UJmrnorson, Chiechi,
Pacific Lutheran at Parkland
Third base is covered by Hank I Crowley, and
—
Faccone.
April 17 Seattle College vs.
at
Pacific Lutheran
Seattle
April 25 Seattle College vs.
St. Martins at Lacey
May B—Seat le8 Seattle College vs.
Central Washington at Seattle
May 10 Seattle College vs. St. 1
—By Ed Beufey
I
Martins at Seattle
The last week or so saw some of the best teams and the
—
May 17 Seattle College vs.
referees in the

SC Tennis Schedule Set; First Game
Against PLC Team At Parkland
With the recent sunny afternoons providing atmosphere, the
Seattle College tennis team, under the tutelage of their captain,

Casal of Franklin, and Joe Ward
of Lincoln, with Hank holding
the slight edge. Nunn of West
Seattle, Brady of ODea and

—

Beasley Says

—
—

Norhtwest at the Pavilion. This is the first
year that these officials have been imported from distant
parts to panic the players and bore the fans with their shrill
—
guesswork. When two well-coached teams qualify for the
finals, one might reasonably suppose that they know what
Seattle.
it is all about. Yet the B finalists were whistled down to
the tune of 48 fouls in 32 minutes, which is really calling
them!
Our editor, Jack Flood, is under the impression that the
Intramural fastball is of spe- Eastern basketball champ, Holy Cross, is
under the superMonday afternoon, March 31, cial significance because the nuvision of the Holy Cross Fathers. T-s-k, t-s-k! We hesitate
the
SeDruxman
at
12:30
beginning
p.m.,
Jack is a married man, encleus of the Chieftain varsity
to set Jack straight on this point for he would probably
attle College 1947 Intramural
in
year
rolled
his
second
as
a
Warfastball team will be chosen from
EVERETT J.C. CHALLENGES |have already been made by
Alopen.
delete
League
Fastball
wtU
the sentence when he proof-reads this column. Suffice
of
the
the standout players
shalls, Windy Langlie, pßborn Pre-Med Student. According to
The score is now three down
ready the local playflelds have league.
it
say
to
that Holy Cross is staffed by very capable educaJack,
this
will
be
his
last
year
Ullend, Seattle Retread, and
and two to go for the Chieftain and
seen various teams In early seaencourage athletics as a relief from strenuous
of
due
to
the
tors
who
competitive
skiing,
turnout
will
varsity
Bill Loners. These prizes will be
The first
Ski Team as they go into their
son practice sessions.
fact
that
he
an
recently
agitated
allowing
thus
studies.
Ist,
held
Chieftain
basketball fans may be encouraged by
May
be
fourth battle this coming week- announced next week.
<>l;l ski injury. As a result, his
To date seven teams have Deen Coach Bill Fefttcn plenty of op- the thought that Holy
Cross entered collegiate competition
Remember, this is your ski j
end at Stevens Pass. This meet
skiing interest from now on will entered in the league and other portunity to look over prospectyears
ago.
but
three
Before
we go to press the Cross will
will consist of downhill and sla- team and it is up to you to help i be concerned mainly with help- entries are still being accepted.
ive
material.
probably
played
men
and
wohave
Utah
for the No. 1 position of the
lom events for both
it grow. Without you, the stu- ing the beginners and trying to The teams already entered are:
last
be
lettermen
from
Returning
skiers,
and
will
individentire
and
country
men
that with a soph team. St. Louis U.
dents, there would be no team accentuate the Seattle College Ray O'Leary's Bells, Ma Smith's
fifth
placed
team,
which
year's
ual rather than team competiPaul
Brenner,
pretty
well,
also did
finishing first in its section of the
Ski team.
captained by Gene
tion. Other schols competing in and if you want it to continue
McKillop's Terrible Turks, in the City Knockout Tourna- country. All of which goes to prove that the large universiMiller,
this contest are Yakima J.c\, then we ask you to support the i
George Flood's Rangers, the No ment, include: George
ties have no monopoly on what it takes to produce winners.
pitcher,
Charvet,
Andre
catcher,
Everett J.C, Pacif.ic Lutheran "cause."
Bill
Names led by Rog Gill and
We recall that when Archbishop Glennon of St. Louis
College, St. Martins, and College
Dibb's Bat Busters. These teams Don Wood, Chuck McWeeny, Gene
CHIT
CHAT
are
infieldwas
named to the newly appointed Cardinals, the dispatch
Spectators
Pepper
Brown,
of Puget Sound.
and Vince
are not necassarily completed and
Dahlem,
Goebel,
This week Iwould like to send
and
Don
Joe
ers,
given to the Sports Editor of a St. Louis daily. An
was
heartily welcomed to cheer their
adherents of the fastball sport,
Flood
in
a truck full of orchids and conTom
Tague,
George
team to victory.
and
should
error
of the same nature recently appeared in an Attleboro
consult
desiring to play,
gratulations to Roy and Wilma
the outfield. However, many of (Mass.) paper. Captions under pictures of Pope Pius XII
named
capof
the
above
any
PARADISE NOVICE RACES
Weckworth and the Stevens Pass
Coach and Athletic Director tains.
these fellows are turning out for and Joe DiMaggio were transposed. The one under that of
At the last novice race held at Lodge. Last week Wilma gave ,Len Yandle announced early this
varsity baseball this year and
All league games will be played
of Joe, taken in bed as he recovered from a foot operation,
Paradise on March 16, John birth to a baby girl, which they week that four track meets have
not be around for the fastmay
which
is
Park,
Washington
at
read, "His Holiness Pope Pius XII is carried thru ducal
Floyd of the College placed sev- named Janice. Good luck and the bc«i scheduled for this quarter.
ball play.
located at the south end of Unienth, folowed by Ken Arthur in best of health to the three of They include
hall on a portable throne." The caption under the Pope
one four way meet,
The Chieftain fastball team
ninth place and Dick Adams in you
6,000 people more or less two dual meets and an all Winco versity of Washington arboretum
said, "Heel healing. He hopes. Joe DiMaggio pours himall
at 32nd and Madison. The sched- plays a schedule which runs
tenth. The wide open slalom race crowded the Milwaukee Ski Bowl League meet. The coach expressed
self a cup of tea."
summer.
comThey
through the
will have its finale on April 6 last weekend to witness the the belief that from a school of ule will ■be a double round-robin
league,
soon
the
Fastball
City
up
drawn
as
in
It seems that the majors now own or control 60 per cent
pete
down Alta Vista, and we hope to Olympic trials ski jumps. Not this si2e there should be at least affair, being
with the of the minor league clubs. Of course our stalwart Rainiers
their
season
culminating
entries
been
comas
all
have
see many Seattle College skiers much room, but the spectators one entry in each event. He also
Knockout Tournament.
pleted.
still go their independent way, picking up a vet here and
entered.
were quite pleased with the jump- stated that those who intend to
After watching enter into competition, should be
ing they saw
there. How in the world we on the Coast can ask for big
OVERNIGHT SKI TRIP DATE
Bowl,
290
foot
at
the
jump
a
league status considering the caliber of the Rainiers of last
turning out each afternoon at the
CHANGED
Don Barovic is all set to take up Broadway track. The schedule la
year and the equally inept crew of this year, is more than
Due to a closed weekend be- "jumping again. "It looked so as follows:
Ican figure out. Perhaps it Would be more to the point to
cause of mid-quarter exams, the nice and easy as they flew
April 12— Four way track meet
ambition pre-war Coast League standards, even if not
overnight
date of the Ski Club's
through the air that even Ican at College of Puget Sound. (Sedignified with the lofty AAA title.
been
Pass
has
the
Strikers.
dangerous
"
of
ever
trip to Stevens
Don't attle College; College of Puget
do it now," he said
As the Spring quarter begins,
place
moved up to April 12 and 13. The forget to support the "cause"
Ma
Smith's
in
second
will
The many players on the Chieftain nine from Rainier
Sound; Pacific Lutheran College; the hotly contested intramural
get
effort
to
make
a
determined
weather man has promised us Seattle College is the first of the St. Martins).
Blow
Outs
Valley
had their first practice game in the familiar surbowling race finds the
—
top if the Blow Outs should
on
good snow conditions, and the smaller colleges in the state to
competition
Dual
meet
at
Pacific
The
roundings
of Columbia Field and engaged in the likewise
May 3
ruling the roost.
food is quite a bit better than hold a ski meet like the previous Lutheran College. (Seattle Col- is still so close that any of the falter when they meet the last
pastime
familiar
of trying to run away from the cops.
we found at Mt. Baker last No- one with Everett J.C. and the lege; Pacific Lutheran College). next three taams could easily place Spectator outfit.On the folIt didn't sit so well with Chieftain supporters when the
—
Joyce's Independvember. Free ski instruction has coming one this weekend
May 10 Dual meet with aaa vault into first place by sweeping lowing week
been promised by members of Three girls (Corinne Laßue, Di-' College. (Seattle College; St. a
ents meet the Spectators and the SC squad was ousted from Broadway Field twice a week
series. The well balanced race
the in favor of a certain FBI nine of which nobody seems to
pair off against
your ski team who will be pres- a»ie Percival and Becky Roberts) Martins).
is in no small measure due to the Strikers
ent, and races for the novices of are signed up for this meet toMa Smith squad.
know anything. Apparently this outfit signed for the City
successful handicap system Inschool
both
the
will be held for
morrow and Sunday, but the
League Standings
League and scheduled a practice game with last year's
augurated in the past quarter.
men and women.
11 7 champs. The sleuths were nosed out 17-1 in a game which
question is will they go through
Joyce's Independents who ran Blow Outs
with it this time or not
10 8 was called at the end of the first inning. Well, perhaps
away with the fall quarter's gon- Ma Smiths
SKI TEAM TO HELP FROSII
Thanks Lorraine Brule, for the
8
7 they need practice a
a
little
trouble
Strikers
having
falon are
whole lot more than we do. But we
WITH MIXER
swell ski poster
10 11
The Ski Team
winning despite maintaining the J. Independents
obtaining
are
the field under false pretenses.
they
still
think
After much deep thought and meeting last Tuesday was the
6 12
at 8 highest team average as well as Spectators
High Flies: Report from Boston has it that Torgeson
concentration, a way of financ- biggest ever, with seventeen men
High Individual Averages
most of the Individual honors.
The College hiking club will
rookie sure of a place on the squad while Glen
ing the ski team to Mt. Hood on and three women signing up for
Bill
161 is the one
Hurney
A very pleasant feature of reApril 25, 26, and 27 has been this meet
doff wrapß this weekend for its
highly
regarded as a pitcher.
Eliot
is
These scribes who
Walt Webster
188
bi-monthly constitutional. Sun- cent matches has been the apfound. Getting together with the
are
for
local
color
sure
missed
a bet when they
seeking
of Jim Gustaveson
166
day will find the Coolees hiking pearance of several members
Freshmen class they are holding THAT DOES IT
in
silence
the
duo
who
led cheers for
passed
149
over
demure
Tolt River for a dis- the fairer sex among the differ- Roger Gill
a mixer on April 11. (No other
;
As Fritz Kramer said to Jeanne along the
R.
148
Joyce
high.
persistent
notable
of
and
efforts
marked
graceful
these
Naselle
Their
information on this dance availtance of four miles. The return ent teams. Most
Roberts as she went schusslng
Bill
Prodell
148
1 them as pioneers of a new technique. We still have but a
Halverson
who
has
is
Marile
distance, spokesman for the group
able as yet). At this dance Seat147 vague idea of where Naselle may be but we are very sure
down the slopes a short while indicate, is little more.
done considerable bowling in the Dick Dahl
tle College students will have the
142 I
leagues around Bill Short
faster
women's
ago,
pass
USE'
in
Liners
trying
typeß
"It's 'SNOW
will
opportunity to win different
Luxury
that no school was ever better represented by their cheer
in
achieveUppermost
town.
her
Series
High
Individual
way
Carnation
on
the
genthrough
is
equipment
any
of ski
which
to teach her how to ski
betleaders.
Frosh Paul Gore rates some prize or other
and 641 R. Joyce
626
erously being donated by various ter— she's beyond hope." See you to the trail. Hikers are advised ments are series of 671
durscores which any man in Seattle Bill Hurney
516 ! as a fan on one day he saw five tournament games
local sporting goods stores. The at the
to don boots for the trek. Suning
space
of
seven
hours.
Accelerated
Education!
races this weekend.
a
could
well
proud
be
Jim Gustaveson
510 i
of.
day's hike will count toward elway you win is to buy a ten cent
\jrary told me about the recent visit of a collegian, "Find
Individual High Game
Bowling on Thursday this week,
raffle ticket which will be on
igibility for the overnight sortie
Blow
will
enJim
Gustaveson
206
me
some material for a term paper in Napoleonic History.
leading
the
Outs
sale at the dance, with the funds
to be held some weekend during
BUI
Frodel
stave
off
the
2M
challenge
please make it quick, I'm double-parked!"
deavor
to
And
Spring
going to the "cause." Donations
Quarter.
FADABA

-

Western Washington at Bellingham
To be arranged Seattle College,vs. Western Washington at

Fastball League Play Commences
Monday At 1:30; Seven Teams Entered

LETS SCHUSS IT Cal

—

Seattle College Cinder
Squad To Participate
In Four Spring Meets

..

...

■

.

Intramural Bowling League Spring
Quarter Play Gets Under Way;
Blow-Outs Now In First Place

.

...

. ..
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CooleesIn Four Mile
Trek Along Toll River
Sunday, Leave SC

.. .

..

.—. .

i

...

KAPPA'S PLEDGE SEVEN
Chieftains in
Win Over Police
InRunaway Game

Friday,March 28, 1947

THE SPECTATOR
NEWS FROM THE
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VET'S HALL
—By Dave Lovcik
Late Sunday morning a couple
of weeks ago, a group of our

School of Commerce Announces an
Advertising Class and Outlines
Featurtising Its Activities
mem-

Student Body Leaders
Interviewed by Spec
On Radio Broadcast

The ASSC was interviewed last

Thursday evening by three
vets and several girls from SarThe raising of .the Department of Commerce and Finbers
of the Spectator Staff on
izan Hall went over to the Green
ance
to the status of a School of Commerce and Finance
ProLake bicycle shop for obvious the Seattle College Radio
The Seattle College Chieftains
besides being a step toward establishing the College as a
leasons. After wheeling around gram broadcast over KEVR, at
opened the baseball season last
University offers the students many striking features, the
Green Lake, the cyclists climbed 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday by defeating the Semost important of which are as follows:
the long, steep hill to Woodland
attle Police nine 20-8. The game
Fred Holt, President of the
1. The basic purpose is to proPark. By the time we knocked
was dominated by the number of
ASSC acted as Chairmen of the
professional rather than culvide
worn
and
off we were saddle
luns and errors, good College
interview, and Gerry Ahnstrom
tural
training, although cultural
weary, but the only casualties
Mcpitching, and its lmgth, the game
ASSC
Secretary
and
Jim
courses
are not entirely exclude-:!
;
were many new muscles that restarting at 1:30, and finally finfrom
academic program.
represented
ASSC
Treasurer
the
Kay
covered in time.
ishing at 5:40.
Colleen
2. The School spans tr realWe aaw Joe Bitson repairing the Student Government.
The Police were ahead in the
Board
ize
its aim of providing students
Advisory
which
Floyd,
Senior,
system,
the school P.A.
top half of the third inning 6-1,
technical training in busiout
with
down
run
and
President
of
generally
Abbott,
Member;
was
Bet
but that was soon rectified. Putfirst,
ness,
by an integrated acaof order. Possibly it will be us- the Mendel Club; Marjorie Latting six walks, four hits, and one
demic
and secondly, by
program,
able again after a long vacation. ta, Chairman of the Homecomerror together, the Chieftains
presenting students with opportunDown here at Vet's Hall, there ing Ball; and Joe Bitson, Freshpushed across eight runs to sew
ities for experience and profesthe
up
game.
stands in our washroom, an an- man, whohave been active in stusional contact j. The latter in
The Chieftains picked up two
Pictured are of the seven women being pledged in the cient but faithful servrnt. our dent activities this year, repreachieved through the medium of
more runs in the fifth, cue in the Kappa Gamma Pi, Catholic Women's honorary for Alumni. washing machine. It is there by sented the Student activities at
the Commerce Club, Labor-Mansixth, and four each in the sev- Reading from top right down are Katie Niedermeyer, Joan the courtesy of Mrs. Cunningham. Seattle College.
Forum, Foreign Trade
agement
Stevenson, Rita Horan, Colleen Floyd, and It
The three members of the Specenth and eighth. Centerfielder O'Neill, Mary
for use by any
stands
there
and an affiliation with
Institute
pictured is Jeanne Marie Eschbach.
Hentz contributed to this with Alice Cary. Not
and all who can qualify. Of tator staff were Jim Hughes, Feaa National Accountants Associahis base-cleaning inside-the-park
The Seattle College chapter of Kappa Gamma Pi, honor- course the first requisite is a ture Editor, Lois Murphy, News
tion.
homer in the seventh.
ary for Catholic alumni women, has pledged seven women goodly supply of coins, then Editor, and John Rooney, Re3. The outstanding example of
Rox Score:
from the graduating senior class, it was disclosed recently. with a kind word, a little soap, write man
cooperation between
practical
Seattle College ab h r e po a
water, and a short prayer,
Each member of the ASSC was
The pledges, chosen by the fa- recognized as an important or- some
Business Enterprise on one hand
Wellens ss
5 2 4 2 0 1 culty for outstanding leadership
your clothes are as good cleaned, questioned in turn, and they ex"
and the Academic Halls of LearnCasal 3rd
2 0 110 0 and loyalty in scholastic and ex- ganization for the furthering of maybe.
plained the functions of the orMR. REX ALLISON
Catholic
action
in
the
United
on the other is the "Marketing
Ward 3rd
3 12 3 0 1 tra
ganizations under their immediate
Managing Director of the
curricular activities are Mary
and Advertising Course" curng
4 3 3 0 10
Hentz cf
much
and
have
received
supervision. The activities repreAlice Cary, Sociology major; States
Bon Marche
conducted under the direct
rently
Goebel cf
2 0 10 10
sentatives explained the problems
Marie Eschbach, Litera- prominence in the past few years
Brady rf
4 2 1111 Jeanne
of Mr. Rex Allison,
supervision
£»id responsibilities encountered in
Floyd, Chem- for their beneficial activities. On
Vina rf
2 110 0 0 ture major; Colleen
Ttlnnaging Director of the Bon
preparing for the various social
Rita Horan, Music May 29 at the Commencement
Nunn If
Marche, and Mr. R. Hammond,
3 110 10 istry major;
pledges
O'Neill,
exercises,
Joan
the
new
will
functions.
major;
Chemistry
Emmerson lb
2 0 10 4 0
Director of the enter1
Research
j
In concluding the program,
Chiechl c
3 0 0 0 6 0 major; Katherine Niedermeyer, receive their certificates of memThe following decision is renprise. The executive staff of the
2 0 0 0 7 0 Sociology major; and Mary Ste- bership from the Kappa Gamma dered officially by the Judicial Fred Holt gave answer to a quesParchem c
Bctn Marche will participate in
iPi moderator, Fr. Gerald Beezer,
2 11111 venson, Chemistry major.
Crowley 2b
(he lectures covering their resBoard in regard to exact qualifi- tion that has been the source of
The Kappas have long been ,S.J.
Faccone If
3 2 10 10
cations for membership in the much controversy at Seattle Colpective fields. Hence the result of
2 0 0 0 10
Fish lb
years of experience in the merAssociated Students of Seattle lege this year. He was asked if
committees,
Recchi p
110 0 0 0
College: Qualifications are: (1) most of the Boards,
chandising field will thereby be
Petri p
10 0 0 0 0
so
controlled
forth,
and
were
not
The student shall have completprovided for by the students takBrown p
0 0 0 10 2
ed registration, including his ad- by a small number of the stu>ig this course.
Kertch p
0 0 10 0 0
mittrnce to class and presentation dents today. Fred's reply is diGilmore p
10 10 0 0
4. The school is dividtd into
of admit slips to his instructor; rectly quoted below.
46 16 20 10 24 6
Totals
departments with the emfour
carrying
"As much of the business as is
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Seattle Police ab h r e po a
unasis being placed on Finance,
least
hours
of
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credit
is
lftindled
those
who
possible
by
Holevas cf
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The Commerce Club will con- cial club of the School of ComLabor, Foreign Trade and Ac3 0 2 0 2 0 vene for the first time this quar- merce and Finance, and provides lege work; (3) The student shall are tagged with the name
Rayburn rf
counting, which are considered to
fee;
"wheel." But each and everyone of
McLaughin If
2 0 0 12 0 ter on Tuesday evening, April Ist the practical aspects necessary for have paid his student body
be the four key fields in the
(4)
posThe
student
shall
be
in
holds
people
10 0 12 0 at 7:45 p.m. in the Liberal Arts a well rounded college backthose
down an elecHodge If
World of Business.
"
Fredricks ss
5 10 12 3' Building.
ground. All students enrolled In session of his current student tive office, and they are perform,
body card. Relative to this de- ing their duties as they are pre2 0 10 12
Cripen 2b
The Club will feature a film the school are eligible for memMR. It. HAMMOND
2 0 0 12 0
cision, another was made which scribed by the Constitution of the
Zeek 2b
and
organization
in
the
bership
Research Director of the
5 110 7 0 from the Automobile Manufactur- should avail themselves of the op- defines that there is no equivalent ASSC. However, the system of
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Association of Detroit, show,
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5 1115 0 ers
Sprinkle c
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democracy (at S.C.) is not changin Technicolor, the Automo- portunities offered to add matering,
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2 0 0 0 0 0 bile Industry.
Lindberg 3b
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capacity. Any changes, revisions,
or action taken by any of these
(Continued from page 2)
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saw
the
cop
(Continued from page 2)
Student Body and thus may be
the block and the student nod challenged by
S.C. vs. C.P.S.
any student who
Go ahead, try it.
Broadway 1:30
his head and smile. He shot has the initiative
to do so .at a
Appropriations Board Meeting
"DON'T BE AFRAID! BE
one hard look at the man and student meeting. The
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the
12:10—211
Sweater at
past
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"LET
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Raffle Drawing
on the corner.
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final
CALL
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GRILL
and
most binding auStevens Pass has been selected as the destination for
12:10— Front of L.A. Bldg.
The man just stood there thority over all concerned
with
the Chieftain Ski Club's overnight trip, April 12 and 13. SAUCE PAN CLUB," "THE
California Debate Tournawaiting for the bus, uncon- student affairs."
ment
The established price for this excursion is $3.50, which is RETORT COURTEOUS TO BE cerned, but Ihad to see what
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and
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and
how
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doing
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to be
not
FA
DA
BA
Hike Lv. school 8:00 a.m.
refunds or reservation changes will be considered after LADY NOT ON THE LEFT." he got the answer to his MecMonday, March 30
from the oop. As Igot to
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Well,
say,
to
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needless
that date.
the
J.V. Basketball Banquet
corner
the
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was
Service
The Ski Club will have a meetgoes on and on for pages and
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6:30
entering
building,
a
Wednesday,
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April room 123
ing,
Voting will take place on
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was gene. That was the last
12:05 p.m. where final Instruc- the following proposedAmend,
this
of
since
thing
ing
sort
I
Gavel Club Meeting
time
him.
don't
saw
It
make
tions regarding the trip will be ment this Friday from 9-8:
7:30
6th and Union MAin 2296
1922.
no
Room 219
difference.
April
given. All members are urged to
The Amendment is to replace
Iwalked a little closer to the
Wednesday, April 2
So,
you
now
that
know
about
attend.
Article 2, Section 1, Paragraph
Chamber of Commerce
Sodality Meeting
building to see what the sign
Emily and the feature editor
The last trip undertaken by the
2, of the ASSC Constitution to
$2.00 per plate
6:30
P.
M.
K.
of C. 8:00
on
top
of
the
door
My
is
this
and
Emsaid.
sadly
reading
23,
when
Ski Club was on March
read as follows:
Thursday, April 3
mouth fell open, and Ifelt like
ily won't
here's
the
moral:
the members spent the Sunday
Bookstore;
"Until the cessation of the
S.C. on the Air
a coconut must feel when a guy
If a dinner companion does
skiing on the slopes of Mt. RaiG.I. BiU of Bights, a candidate
211;
Room
Silver
Scroll
KKVR
8:30
slugs
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and
puts
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from
the
other
with
you
at
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for the presidency at the time
1340 East Madison
GA. 7917
a
crack
in
side
the
table
It.
Istood
of
and
if
he
there
for
usual,
JOE O'BRIEN as
was of the regular spring elections
(Madison
minute
a
&
Pike
just
Triangle)
+
does ask, "Does Emily say it's
about a
staring at
AAAA A AAAA AAAAA^i*"*-'
last to board the truck and the
must be a male student who
the big letters that spelled
all right to cut lettuce with a
struggle for comfortable posiof
graduating
has the intention
FOUND A date for the Fatherknife?" Tell him to read the
M-E-O-C-A B-U-I-L-D-I-N-G.
tions began immediately. As the the following spring, and who
Friendly NeighDaughter Banquet
April 10.
I
went
back
SINGLE
book. It's just dandy.
Well
to the corner
SPACE
members headed south along
'.a the judgment of the Dean of
serving
and the man still stood there.
FOR SALE Tickets to the DadRoute 99, VALERIEKEMPF was
$1.00
$1.50
PER
HOUR
Studies has the scholastic abiMy mouth went open like I
your every
Daughter Banquet. See J. M.
heard to exclaim: "I expected to
lity and the grade point to
FA
DA
BA
was about to talk, and Iwanted
900 Words, or 7 to 8 Sheets
Eschbach, Room 211.
have skis in my face and poles
carry sufficient hours per quar$1.00
to tell htm that Mecca was
in my back. WALT WEBSTER ter for graduation at the time.
around the corner, but I
"We don't put on our skis until
He must have been an active
MRS. MARY TUCKER
couldn't. Why start that old
we arrivethere."
member of the Association for
(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)
1213 E. UNION
story all over again?
Cold and wet twenty-five skiers
at least one full scholastic
122 E. UNION
OFFICE
discussed the events of the day on year preceding that quarter."
FEATURING
Phone EAst 121)2
plus
the way home. JOHN ANDERSON asked "Did you ever have
your foot go to sleep while comCream
FAST, EXPERT
ing down the hill?" JERRY
The NEW SENSATIONAL
TYPING DONE
GRAY replied, "No, I usually
"FRENCH TD?"
don't sit down while skiing.
Call for or Deliver
MARGARET ELLIS asked polite,
Phone OL.5708
CA. 8936 14th ft E.Pike
1328 2nd Avenue
Opposite Rhodes'
ly for her foot with the boot on.
GENE BRENNER told her not to
be discouraged, he had taken off
to
four boots before he found his
own. VIRGINIA HARVEY want'■
april
ed to know if someone would
CONVENIENT LOCATION QUALITY SERVICE
like to put coco-butter on their
toast. EVELYN ERNSDORFF
proclaimed lodge skiing was ex1
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Board Renders
Decision on
ASSC Members

i

COMMERCE CLUB HOLDS
FIRST MEETING OF
SPRING TUESDAY, 7:45

Which Way is Mecca?

Emily Post

Ski Club Selects Stevens
Pass As Destination For
Second Overnight Ski Trip

PREVIEW

!

OF THE WEEK
—

Your

.

—

.

VOTING

—

—

and^

...

—

—

mighty good to twenty-five who
had endured wind, snow and ice
for an enjoyable day at Paradise.

Clipper Service
Across the Street from School

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

"

io

...

-

where you buy your
DRUGS COSMETICS SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Corner Terry & Madison

—

—

Your
borhood Florist
flower need

SEATTLE COLLEGE SPECIAL
3 Beautiful 5"x7" Portraits

FADABA

One 8"xlO" Gold Tone
ONLY $7.95

5-Point Cleaners

-

BRADLEY STUDIO

1112 Broadway

Next Door

I

SORRENTO BRIGS

-

CLASSIFIED
ADS
—

-

FATHER DAUGHTER I

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

PETER PAN
FLORIST

-

—

Horluck*B Delicious
Ice

cellent.
Seattle's blinking lights looked

Octonek Knitting Go.

—

TICKETS:

BOW'S CAFE

BANQUET

Pre War Quality

3-Week

10

TYP2NG DOME

—

—

BANQUET

ia.a

—

OCTONEK

Dad-Daughter

Thunday,

"

BASKETBALL
LETTERMEN

HAMBURGERS

Chieftain Fountain

—

EATUED

FATHER-

DAUGHTER

SHORT ORDERS

$2.00 per plate

1104 BROADWAY

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes

6:30 P. M.

0f\ NCpUET Chamber of Commerce

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
Where Collegians Meet

Thursday,
April io

;

Reservations may be made in Bookstore, in Room 211,
or with a Silver Scroll member.
v
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